Fred Whitford has written several great books with the goal to preserve Midwestern agricultural history, in particular that of Purdue University and the State of Indiana. This special Indiana History Sale features four of Whitford’s books at a special 85% discount when ordered directly from Purdue University Press and you use the discount code of **FRED4**. This sale expires on March 31, 2020 and books are non-returnable. The four books in this sale are listed and shown below:

**Enriching the Hoosier Farm Family: A Photo History of Indiana’s Early County Extension Agents** (Hardcover, ISBN 9781557537430, 400pp, regular price $35.95) captures the story of the state’s first Extension agents in archival photos and words, when Extension was an idea and county agents were folks who traveled muddy back roads visiting farmers day after day, year after year.

**The Grand Old Man of Purdue University and Indiana Agriculture: The Biography of William Carroll Latta** (Hardcover, ISBN 9781557533951, 400pp, regular price $29.95) traces the history of agriculture at Purdue, showing agriculturists, historians, and the Purdue community where we’ve been and the foundation upon which we continue to build today’s teaching, research, and Extension programs.

**Scattering the Seeds of Knowledge: The Words and Works of Indiana’s Pioneer County Extension Agents** (Hardcover, ISBN 9781557537591, 800pp, regular price $49.95) chronicles the tales of the first county Extension agents, from 1912 to 1939. Their story brings readers back to a day when Extension was little more than words on paper, when county agents traveled the muddy back roads, stopping at each farm, introducing themselves to the farmer and his family.

**For the Good of the Farmer: A Biography of John Harrison Skinner, Dean of Purdue Agriculture** (Hardcover, ISBN 9781557536433, 654pp, regular price $49.95) describes how this pioneering educator and administrator transformed the study of agriculture at Purdue University during the first decades of the twentieth century.

To place your order, visit [www.press.purdue.edu](http://www.press.purdue.edu)